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Seymour is the brand of choice for pros and DIYers 

who demand excellence on the first coat. We 

consistently deliver unsurpassed quality, selection, 

and value through a comprehensive line of 

premium products that is trusted around the world.

Seymour paints are used every day across the 

nation to keep our communities beautiful and 

our lives colorful. Our paints are used on roads 

and highways to keep us safe; they are applied 

to athletic fields on which our children play; they 

are used on our cars and in our homes, even on 

farms and industrial equipment.

As the inventor of aerosol paint, our company’s 

founder, Ed Seymour, spawned a global industry 

and changed the way the world paints. We 

are proud of our heritage of ingenuity and 

our standing as the largest family-owned and 

privately held aerosol paint manufacturer in the 

United States.

Today, Seymour is an industry leader that 

continues to enhance people’s lives throughout 

the country and across the globe. Our legacy 

of innovation endures with a diverse line of 

premium paints, spray paints, coatings, and 

Trusted by Pros. Made for everyone.
chemicals. Whether at home, in the garage, or 

on the job site, the world turns to Seymour for 

the jobs that matter most.

The Seymour legacy began in 1949 in 

Sycamore, Illinois, when founder Ed Seymour 

devised a novelty spray can to demonstrate an 

aluminum paint he had created for painting 

steam radiators. Based on the same principle 

as spray deodorizers and insecticides, the 

device featured a small can of paint equipped 

with an aerosol propellant and fitted with a 

spray head.

Though intended to show sales prospects how 

the paint would look when applied to surfaces, 

the aerosol sprayer proved so popular that Ed 

borrowed a few thousand dollars from a local 

bank to develop this revolutionary idea. Soon 

after perfecting the first spray can, Ed and the 

employees of his new company formulated 

the paint, which was mixed and filled with 

aerosol using a combination of customized and 

specially engineered machinery.
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Maximum Coverage, Strength, and Durability.
Are you ready to take your painting game to the next level? Look no further than Seymour’s high 

solids coatings! These innovative paints are specially formulated with a higher resin concentration 

and lower VOC concentration, resulting in a superior finish that is both durable and eco-friendly. 

With at least 65% solid components, including binders, pigments, and additives, high-solids 

coatings deliver unbeatable coverage and long-lasting protection. Upgrade to high-solids coatings 

today and experience the difference for yourself!
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Traditional Spray Paint
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BETTER
Leading Brand of "Performance" Spray Paint
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BEST
Seymour MRO 33% Solids

RESIN
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16 OZ TOTAL WEIGHT
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HIGH SOLIDS
MAXIMUM COVERAGE  |  MAXIMUM STRENGTH  |  MAXIMUM DURABILITY
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620-1411 Aluminum 620-1425 Light Blue 620-1441 IHC Red

620-1412 Flat White 620-1426 Deep Blue 620-1443  New Equip. Yellow

620-1413 Gloss White 620-1427 Safety Blue 620-1446 Ryder Yellow

620-1415 Gloss Black 620-1430 Lift Blue 620-1447 Cummins Beige

620-1416 ANSI Gray 620-1432 SJ Orange 620-1448 Cascade Green

620-1417 ANSI Dark Gray 620-1433 Flat Black 620-1449 Dark Green

620-1418 ANSI Light Gray 620-1435 Tan 620-1450 Omaha Orange

620-1419 Safety Yellow 620-1436 JL Orange 620-1451 Safety Orange

620-1423 Safety Red 620-1437 SB Green 620-1452 Safety Green

620-1407 Red Iron Oxide Primer

620-1431 Light Gray Primer

Dries to touch in 30 minutesCovers 18 sq ft

• Heat resistant up to 300º F

• Rust, gasoline, and chemical resistant

• One can equals four cans of general purpose spray paint

MRO is a superior industrial spray enamel formulated for maintenance operations where 

maximum performance is required. MRO is a high-solids paint that does not run or sag, and 

gives four times the coverage of conventional spray paints. For maximum protection, use 

MRO Primers; a rust proof industrial primer that is specifically formulated to use with this 

coating. MRO is also available in bulk, for larger jobs. 

MRO
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Case Pack 6 cans20oz Scan for product information
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1-1411 Aluminum 1-1443  New Equip. Yellow

1-1427 Gloss Safety Blue 1-1451 Gloss Safety Orange

1-1413 Gloss White 1-1452 Gloss Safety Green

1-1415 Gloss Black 1-1423 Gloss Safety Red

1-1433 Flat Black 1-1419 Safety Yellow

1-1417 ANSI Dark Gray 1-1418 ANSI Light Gray

1-1407 Red Iron Oxide Primer

1-1431 Light Gray Primer

1-1445 Cold Galv Compound

When it comes to industrial maintenance operations demanding top-tier performance, 

Seymour’s High-Solids MRO Industrial Enamel is the undisputed champion. Now available 

in a convenient gallon-sized container, our MRO paint ensures you have all the high-

performance coating you need for those larger-than-life projects.

Just like its 20 oz. aerosol spray counterpart, MRO in a gallon size is your go-to solution for 

the toughest jobs.

MRO
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Scan for product informationDries in 4 hoursCovers 300 sq ft Case Pack 4 Gals1 gal
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• Touch up rusted areas

• Dry to touch in 30 minutes

• Covers up to 15 square feet

A heavy duty farm tractor and implement paint that is available in many popular 

manufacturer colors. This high solids formulation has excellent hiding qualities, protects 

against fading, and is heat and gas resistant. For maximum protection, a primer  

is recommended.

farm & INDUSTRy
16-210 Allis Chalmers Orange

16-212 Old Equipment Yellow

16-213 New Equipment Yellow

16-214 IHC Red

16-224 Farm & Implement Case Green

16-242 Ford Blue

16-266 Farm & Implement New Yellow

16-268 Farm & Implement New Green

16-272 Case Power Tan

16-286 School Bus Yellow

Scan for product informationDries in 30 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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• Heat resistant up to 250º F

• Oil, gas, and chemical resistant

• Formulated to prevent corrosion through advanced paint penetration
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A fast drying general purpose spray paint that provides a smooth, even coat with minimal 

drip and long-lasting color. Primer can be used with lacquer, enamel, and acrylic paints. 

Highly durable with great corrosion resistance to heat, rust, oil, gas, and chemicals.

16-112 Dove Gray 16-122 Gloss True Red 16-131 Vista Green 

16-113 Gloss White 16-126 Gloss Emerald Green 16-133 Flat Black

16-115 Gloss Black 16-127 Gloss Blue 16-134 Flat White

16-116 Gloss Safety Yellow
 

16-128 Gloss Hunter Green 16-139 Semi-Gloss Black

16-117 Gloss Dark Gray 16-129 Gloss Safety Blue 16-140 Gloss Colonial White

16-120 Gloss Safety Orange 16-130 Gloss Brown

16-111 Shiny Aluminum 16-813 Gloss White

16-121 Gloss Clear 16-815 Gloss Black

16-132 Dull Aluminum Metallic 16-821 Gloss Clear

16-806 Dull Black 16-838 Semi-Gloss Black

16-812 Gold Metallic

16-805 White Primer

16-807 Red Iron Oxide

16-828 Black Primer

16-831 Light Gray Primer
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Hi-TECH
General Purpose

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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Hi-TECH
engine enamels

Hi-Tech Engine Enamel is a heat resistant spray paint that provides a smooth, even coat 

with minimal drip and long-lasting color. Protects engines, transmissions, and other O.E.M. 

equipment. Hi-Tech Engine Enamels are highly durable, dry fast and resistant to gasoline, 

oil, and heat.

• Heat resistant up to 300º F

• Oil, gas, and chemical resistant

• Formulated to prevent corrosion through advanced paint penetration

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz

EN-41 Chrome Aluminum EN-60 Detroit Diesel/Alpine Green

EN-42 Universal GM Black EN-63 Chrysler Blue

EN-43 Ford Gray EN-67 GM Blue

EN-44 Ford/Chrysler Red EN-70 Gloss Clear

EN-46 Ford Blue EN-71 Dull Aluminum 

EN-48 Chevy Orange EN-73 Cummins Beige

EN-56 Ford Mustang Blue EN-76 Hemi Orange

EN-59 GM Red

EN-50 Universal Gold Metallic

EN-66 AMC Blue MetallicM
ET
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• Heat resistant up to 250º F

• Excellent resistance to corrosion while being sandable

• Rust, weather, and corrosion resistant

A top quality spray paint that is economically priced. Spruce provides a tough finish that 

is durable and inhibits rust. Available in a complete line of high gloss colors, with some 

available in semi-gloss and flat finishes. Hides well, dries fast, and resists chipping and 

peeling. For maximum protection, rusted metal surfaces should be wire brushed and 

primed with our Spruce Primers.

98-18 Gloss Black 

98-30 Flat Black

98-31 Gloss Clear Acrylic

98-38 Semi-Gloss Black

98-1 Chrome Aluminum

98-5 Metallic Gold

98-14 Metallic Copper

98-17 Metallic Nickel

98-32 Dull Aluminum

98-15 Light Gray Primer

98-16 Black Primer

98-26 Red Iron Oxide Primer
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98-2 Gloss White 98-11 Gloss Clear

98-3 Gloss Black 98-12 Flat White

98-4 Gloss Cherry Red 98-13 Satin White

98-7 Gloss Smoke Gray 98-20 Gloss Brick Red

98-8 Gloss Hunter Green 98-23 Gloss Almond

98-10 Flat Black 98-24 Satin Black

98-27 Gloss Dove Gray 98-39 Gloss Pink

98-28 Gloss Orange 98-81 Gloss Parrot Green

98-34 Gloss Light Yellow 98-86 Gloss Dark Yellow

98-35 Gloss Medium Blue 98-87 Gloss Dark Blue

98-36 Gloss Brown 98-88 Gloss Bright Green

98-37 Gloss Light Blue 98-89 Gloss Purple

SPRUCE
General Purpose

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 12 cans16oz
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SPRUCE
engine enamels

• Delivers a consistent spray pattern that provides an even coat and helps eliminate drips

• Works on metal, fiberglass, and wood

• Dries to tack-free in 5 minutes, 20 minutes to recoat

This is a fast dry spray paint that restores engines to their original factory color. Protects 

engines, transmissions, and other O.E.M. Equipment. Resists heat to 250º F and does not 

crack or peel. For maximum protection, rusted metal surfaces should be wire brushed and 

primed with the Spruce primers.

98-41 Chrome Aluminum

98-42 Universal GM Black

98-43 Gloss Ford Gray

98-44 Gloss Ford/Chrysler Red

98-46 Gloss Ford Blue

98-48 Gloss Chevy Orange

98-50 Gloss Universal Gold

98-53 Gloss Cadillac Blue

98-56 Gloss Ford/Mustang Blue

98-67 Gloss GM Blue

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 12 cans16oz
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• Suitable for use on both interior and exterior applications

• Provides a fast, dry, and good adhesion to a wide variety of surfaces including metal, 
wood and hard plastic.

• Dry time 20 minutes for recoat

A high quality spray paint available in a wide range of popular colors and economically 

priced. Black and white available in a gloss or a flat finish. It covers well, dries fast, and 

holds up well outdoors. Bare or rusted surfaces should be cleaned and primed with Fresh-

N-Quick Gray Primer, #11-15.

Fresh-N-Quick
Multi-Purpose

11-1 Aluminum 11-24 Semi-Gloss Black

11-2 Gloss White 11-28 Gloss Orange

11-3 Gloss Black 11-31 Clear

11-4 Gloss Cherry Red 11-34 Gloss Yellow

11-5 Gold 11-48 Cast Iron Gray

11-7 Smoke Gray 11-49 Magnesium

11-8 Gloss Hunter Green 11-56 Gloss Blue

11-10 Flat Black 11-76 Gloss Chocolate Brown

11-12 Flat White 11-77 Gloss Light Gray

11-15 Gray Primer

11-26 Red Iron Oxide Primerpr
im
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Scan for product informationDries in 20 minutesCovers 12 sq ft Case Pack 12 cans16oz
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• For use on Pipes, Trees, Logs, Lumber, and Steel

• Dry to touch in 10 minutes

• Covers up to 15 square feet

An economically priced marking paint that has a water base formulation which results in a 

highly visible permanent mark. Special spray head for writing, spot marking or line marking.

econo-mark
16-2002 White

16-2003 Black

16-2004 Red

16-2034 Yellow

16-2035 Dark Blue

16-2088 Green

Scan for product informationDries in 10 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 12 cans16oz
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• For use on Hobby Models, Crafts House Numbers, Outdoor Equipment, Industrial 
Identification, Safety Markings, and Warning Signs

• Dry to touch in 15 minutes

• Covers up to 15 square feet

An ultra high visibility spray paint for any project that requires a brilliant color. It has 400% 

greater visibility than regular paint. When topcoated with Seymour’s UV resistant Clear 

coating, it provides exceptional outdoor durability. For best results use Seymour’s Hi-Tech 

White Primer (#16-805) as a base coat. Two coats of Spray Glo are recommended followed 

by a UV resistant clear coating of Hi-Tech Gloss Clear Acrylic (#16-121).

spray-glo
16-1617 Fluorescent Orange

16-1618 Fluorescent Red

16-1619 Fluorescent Yellow

16-1620 Fluorescent Green

16-1621 Fluorescent Blue

Scan for product informationDries in 15 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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Elevate your projects with Seymour’s 

exceptional range of specialty paints, 

primers, and coatings. Designed to 

meet the demanding requirements of 

industrial and hardware applications, 

our products offer unparalleled 

performance and reliability. From 

high-temperature coatings built to 

withstand extreme conditions to 

corrosion-resistant primers that 

ensure lasting protection, Seymour 

delivers solutions tailored to your 

specific needs. 

Explore our comprehensive selection of 

specialty paints, primers, and coatings 

to achieve superior results with 

ease and confidence. With Seymour, 

excellence is always in the finish.SP
EC
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Scan for product information
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stainless-steel cleaner | 20-21
A fast acting, non-abrasive cleaner that brightens and polishes stainless steel appliances and other 
fixtures. This powerful cleaner cuts through grease and does not leave a filmy residue. Excellent for 
commercial and industrial applications.

Case Use: Stainless Steel, Glass, Countertops, Porcelain, Tile, Vinyl, Chrome

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Glass Cleaner | 20-20
A powerful streak-free glass cleaner that contains ammonia and works on a variety of glass surfaces. 
Cuts through grease, is non-streaking, and does not leave a film. Works well in commercial or  
industrial applications.

Case Use: Glass, Mirrors, Windows

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Alumi-Match Professional Structural Aluminum Touch-Up Spray Paint | 16-50
Alumi Match bronze is a professional grade touch-up paint that matches the color of structural 
aluminum. Resists fading and dries fast, which allows you to touch up scratches after installation to 
maintain that brand new look. (Not for anodized aluminum.)

Case Use: Metal window frames/doors, Gutters and flashing, gold/brass fixtures, Primed wood/plastic/fiberglass

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 12oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Rapid Seal, Rubberized Sealant | 20-146
A durable black sealant that forms a protective skin that is both tough and flexible. Seals cracks, resists 
rust and corrosion, and blocks moisture. Can be used in a variety of applications---seal leaky gutters, 
rustproof the underbody of a car, prune a tree. Dries fast, does not sag, and can be topcoated.

Case Use: Skylights, Flashings, Gutters, Antennas, Driveways, Tree/Shrub Pruning

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Adventure Prepared, Backcountry Rescue / Safety Paint | 6-1
RescueX helps increase back country safety for hikers, snowmobilers, skiers and all outdoor enthusiasts 
on your backcountry adventures. This Hi-Visability Paint withstands subfreezing conditions and will 
temporarily adhere to a variety of surfaces such as snow, dirt, and vegetation. Can also be used to mark 
trails for better orientation.

Case Use: Trail Designation, Orienteering, Distress Signaling

Can Size 6oz  |  Fill WT 5oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Graffiti Remover / Paint Stripper | 20-47
A highly effective, environmentally safe formula that removes paint from brick, stucco, siding, concrete, 
and metal. The gel-like remover adheres to vertical surfaces and becomes more effective the longer it is 
left on the surface. Neutralize by rinsing with water.

Case Use: Glass, Brick, Concrete, Metal, Furniture, Gasket Remover

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 13oz  |  Case Count 12 cans
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A high performance, single stage epoxy coating that protects cut rebar. Protects against corrosion and 
rust staining when applied to rebar before setting in concrete. Prevents oxidation on the cut ends and 
is ideal for spot repair of damaged coatings. Meets ASTM A775, D3963, and D3963M-01 performance 
requirements for corrosion resistance and flexibility when repairing defects in coatings on rebar   

Case Use:  Metal in Sea Air/Saltwater Conditions, Rebar Repair, Protection From Road Salt

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 12oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

ASTM D-3963 and 
D-3963M-01 Certified

Green Rebar Epoxy | 16-547
An extremely durable etching primer that is chromate-free and chemically bonds with aluminum 
and steel to form a corrosion resistant base coat. Can be top-coated with all types of coatings 
including two component epoxies. Excellent resistance to seacoast exposure.

Case Use: Aviation primer, Hulls, Fleets

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 12oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

16-897 Yellow 16-899 Green

ZINC PHOSPHATE Primers
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MRO Cold Galv Primer | 16-1445
A cold galvanizing primer that contains 93% Type I inorganic zinc in the dried paint film. Resists oxidation, 
and the galvanizing protection continues even if scratched. Can be topcoated for maximum durability.

Case Use: Touch Up Galvanized Metal, Zinc Protection for Iron, Galvanize Metal Structures

Can Size 16oz  v|  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Galvanized Coating, Cold Galv Primer | 16-841
A shiny zinc enhanced zinc coating that prevents rust and provides excellent outdoor protection. This is 
the product of choice for the cosmetic restoration of galvanized metal, chain link fences, and guard rails. 
Does not meet specifications calling for 65% zinc in the can or greater than 90% zinc in the dried paint 
film. Fast dry, prevents rust, and has excellent outdoor durability. 

Case Use: Agricultural, Mining and Construction, Piping, Storage Tanks, Bridges, Ships, Marine Equipment

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 12oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Galvanized Coating, Zinch Rich Weld Thru Primer | 16-845
A cold galvanizing primer that contains 52% Type I inorganic zinc in the dried paint film. Resists oxidation, 
and the galvanizing protection continues even if scratched. Can be topcoated for maximum durability. 
Contains an additive which results in less smoke and electrode wear when welding through it, and cuts 
faster than 100% zinc rich coatings.   

Case Use:  Welded Substrates, Hot Dip Galvanized Surfaces, Metal Fabrication, Piping

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Galvanized Coating, OE Shiny Galv | 16-842
A shiny galvanized coating that protects and matches new galvanized metal. Resists oxidation and 
eliminates the need for an aluminum topcoat. Excellent for restoration of chain link fences and 
guardrails. The dried paint film contains a minimum of 65% zinc. It is considered a sacrificial coating, and 
meets ASTM A780 performance specifications.

Case Use: Agricultural, Mining and Construction, Piping, Storage Tanks, Bridges, Ships, Marine Equipment

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 13oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

RUST CONVERTER AND PRIMER | 16-45
Our rust converter and primer can be applied to any iron or steel surface to penetrate rust and turn it into 
a protective black coating. It is resistant to moisture and prevents future rust growth. Remove any loose 
rust and apply like a primer to rusted surfaces. It greatly reduces time spent wire brushing and sanding.

Case Use: Vehicles, trailers, fences

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 12oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Quiet seal asphalt undercoating | 20-6
An autobody undercoating application to the undercarriage for rust protection and sound deadening.  
It is an asphalt base undercoating that remains pliable and resists temperature extremes. It sprays 
evenly and dries completely to a smooth consistency. It does not sag and dries quickly. 

Case Use: Panel and fender undersides, hoods and decks, trunk interiors

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Quiet seal rubberized undercoating | 20-46
A paintable undercoating for all vehicle undercarriages. It forms a rubberized skin that reduces road 
noise and protects metal from salt corrosion and road debris. It dries fast and does not sag.

Case Use: Panel and fender undersides, hoods and decks, trunk interiors

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Truck BED LINER | 20-41
Truck Bed Liner is a thick, durable black sealant that forms a protective skin that is both tough and 
flexible. Protects against corrosion and abrasion, withstands impacts, provides improved traction, and 
resists water. It greatly extends equipment and vehicle life expectancy.

Case Use: Truck beds, trailers, vehicle panels

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans
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Easy-to-Use, Professional & DIY 

Aerosol Products Designed to Protect, 

Restore and Renew areas around your 

home or commercial property. 

Experience the ultimate 

transformation with Seymour’s Grass 

& Shrub Renew, a revolutionary 

solution to breathe new life into your 

lawn and garden by covering up ugly 

brown spots for a lasting curb appeal.

RE
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W

Scan for product information
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Asphalt Spray paint | 20-701
Asphalt Renew effortlessly conceals permanent marks left longer than desired and restores the 
appearance of your driveway or sidewalk. The quick dry and highly durable formula helps you avoid the 
time and expense that comes with using paint stripper for those marks. This jet black coating is asphalt 
based and identical to standard driveway sealers, making it conceal and blend in seamlessly. 

Case Use: Driveways, Sidewalks, Bike Paths, Playgrounds

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

CONCRETE SPRAY PAINT | 20-600
Concrete Renew effortlessly conceals permanent marks left longer than desired and restores the 
appearance of your driveway or sidewalk. The quick dry and highly durable formula helps you avoid the 
time and expense that comes with using paint stripper for those marks. The concrete coating has a 
similar texture and color to most sidewalks, making it conceal and blend in seamlessly. 

Case Use: Driveways, Sidewalks, Warehouse Floors, Cinder Block Walls, Concrete Barricadess

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Ceiling Tile Spray Paint
Touch up stains on textured ceiling and acoustical ceiling 
tiles, making it easy to maintain the appearance of your office, 
commercial or living space. Specially designed spray nozzle allows 
upright spraying without removing the ceiling tiles. Will not warp or 
sag tiles, maintains acoustical properties and is VOC Compliant.

Case Use: Tiles, Drywall, Ceilings

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

grass and shrub spray paint concentrate | NA20-602 
Grass & Shrub Renew by Seymour is the ultimate solution for unsightly brown spots on your lawn and 
shrubs. With two 20 oz cans, this professional-grade concentrate covers over 2000 square feet, and is 
easy to use. Dilute with water in a garden sprayer and see the difference in the vibrant green color of 
your lawn and shrubs. Safe for grass and long-lasting, it will not wash away with rain or irrigation.

Case Use: Lawn, Hedges, Shrubs

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 20oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

grass and shrub spray paint | 20-602
Grass and Shrub Renew by Seymour restores a lush green look to your shrubs. This professional-grade 
brown spot concealer is easy to use and fast drying. Cover up ugly brown spots on your lawn caused by pet 
urine and dead or dying foliage on your shrubs or hedges. Instantly hides brown spots while still allowing 
the existing foliage to grow. Will not harm plant or grass and does not wash away with rain or irrigation. 

Case Use: Lawn, Hedges, Shrubs

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

20-51 New White

20-52 Old White

SEALANT Spray Paint
This is a multi-purpose sealant that seals small cracks and does not 
lose flexibility. Resists water, protects against UV sunlight, and will 
not crack in cold temperatures. The thermoplastic elastomer base 
makes it an ideal product for sealing leaks around roofs, windows 
and doors. It can also be topcoated with oil or latex paints.

Case Use: Roofs, Windows, Doors

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

20-148 Black

20-149 Clear
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• Ideal for ramps, marine docks, boats, steps, and more

• Dries to touch in 10 min

• Up to 10 sq ft of coverage per can

Good Grip is designed to improve traction on most surfaces. Contains plastic beads to 

improve traction on most any surface. More durable than tape, resistant to oil and gas, and 

traffic ready in 24 hours. Meets the OSHA recommended static coefficient of friction (0.5).

GOOD GRIP
anti-slip

16-81 Clear

16-83 Black

16-89 Yellow

Scan for product informationDries in 10 minutesCovers 10 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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• Ideal for metal, vinyl, wood, masonry, pvc, stacks, and vents

• Dries to touch in 5 min

• Up to 15 sq ft of coverage per can

A professional grade roof paint that closely matches the original color of most roofing 

materials. Seamlessly blend the appearance of roofing accessories to asphalt shingles, 

terra cotta, and metal. Resists fading and protects against rust. Touch-up scratches & 

abrasions before or after installation. Not for anodized aluminum.

roof
16-1700 Weathered Wood

16-1702 Hickory

16-1703 Charcoal

16-1704 Birchwood

16-1705 Slate Gray

16-1706 Flat Black

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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Seymour’s premier line of professional 

ground marking paints specifically 

engineered for marking utility, traffic, 

and athletic lines. With Seymour’s 

Stripe paints, precision and durability 

meet ease of application, ensuring 

crisp, long-lasting lines every time. 

Seymour’s Stripe paints deliver 

unmatched performance and visibility. 

Designed to withstand the rigors of 

outdoor conditions, these paints 

provide exceptional resistance to 

weather, UV rays, and abrasion, 

ensuring that your markings remain 

clear and vibrant for extended periods. 

Trust Seymour’s Stripe paints to meet 

your ground marking needs with 

efficiency and excellence, whether 

you’re a professional contractor or a 

sports facility manager.

ST
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Scan for product information
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3 series
A fast drying marking paint designed to be sprayed in an inverted position. Uses a patented technology to 
cut the environmental impact in half (as compared to a standard solvent based marking paint). Produces 
vivid marks, does not clog, and is safe for grass. Meets APWA color standards and can be sprayed by 
hand or with the Z-605 marking gun or Z-606 marking wand.

Case Use: Tiles, Drywall, Ceilings

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

6 series - 20oz can | water-based
A fast drying marking paint designed to be sprayed in an inverted position. Produces vivid marks, does 
not clog, and is safe for grass. Meets APWA color standards and can be sprayed by hand or with the 
Z-605 marking gun or Z-606 marking wand.

Case Use: Golf Courses, Landscaping, Construction Sites, Surveying, Mining

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

9 series | solvent-based
A fast drying solvent-based marking paint designed to be sprayed in an inverted position. Produces 
vivid marks, does not clog, and is safe for grass. The solvent based formulation works well in low 
temperatures. Meets APWA color standards and is VOC compliant. May be sprayed by hand or with the 
Z-605 marking gun or Z-606 marking wand.

Case Use: Golf Courses, Landscaping, Construction Sites, Surveying, Mining

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

20-352 White 20-358 Fluor. Red-Orange 20-371 Safety Red

20-353 Precaution Blue 20-363 Black 20-376 High Visibility Yellow

20-354 Fluorescent Red 20-368 Fluorescent Green 20-378 Utility Yellow

20-355 Safety Green 20-369 Fluorescent Blue 20-379 Fluorescent Pink

20-357 Fluorescent Orange 20-370 Alert Orange 20-380 Purple

20-652 White 20-658 Fluor. Red-Orange 20-671 Safety Red

20-653 Precaution Blue 20-663 Black 20-676 High Visibility Yellow

20-654 Fluorescent Red 20-668 Fluorescent Green 20-678 Utility Yellow

20-655 Safety Green 20-669 Fluorescent Blue 20-679 Fluorescent Hot Pink

20-657 Fluorescent Orange 20-670 Alert Orange 20-680 Purple

20-631 Clear 20-954 Fluorescent Red 20-969 Fluorescent Blue

20-650 Ultra Clear 20-955 Safety Green 20-971 Safety Red

20-651 Aluminum 20-957 Fluorescent Orange 20-976 High Visibility Yellow

20-952 White 20-958 Fluor. Red-Orange 20-978 Utility Yellow

20-953 Precaution Blue 20-968 Fluorescent Green 20-979 Fluorescent Hot Pink

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION UTILITY COLORS
These colors are the same as those established by the “American Public Works Association” for a National Color Code.

White Red Orange Blue

Proposed Excavation Electric Systems Communication, Alarm Systems Potable Water

Pink Yellow Green Purple

Temporary Survey Markings Gas & Oil Distribution Sewer & Drain Lines Reclaimed Water, Irrigation & Slurry Lines
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white Temporary Ground Marker | 20-633
A patented temporary marking paint that dries fast and produces vivid lines. Marking paint is water 
soluble and can be removed immediately with a garden hose or gradually after a few rains. Covers 
approximately 400 linear feet per can. The sprayhead can be actuated by hand or with the #Z-606 
Marking Wand or #Z-605 Marking Gun. VOC compliant.

Case Use: Golf Courses, Utilities, Sporting Events, Landscaping, Surveying, Playgrounds

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Upright Marking Paint
Fast drying overhead marking paint that is permanent, lead free, and VOC compliant. The can may be 
sprayed by hand without removing the cap, or you could use it with the Z-606 Marking Wand or the  
Z-605 Marking Gun.

Case Use: Mines, Construction Sites, Mark Pipes, Mark Ductwork

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Traffic Marking Paint | water-based
A long lasting traffic marking paint specifically formulated for line striping over freshly coated asphalt. 
Fresh sealcoat will not ‘bleed-thru’ this paint unlike other striping paints. Approximately 250 linear feet 
per can (4” wide stripe). The sprayhead is universal and works in our Z-604 traffic machine as well as 
competitive marking machines. For marking stencils or curbs, it can be actuated by hand or with the 
Z-608 traffic marking wand. Seymour’s Parking Lot Stencil Kit (Z-500) is recommended. Traffic ready in 1 
hour and VOC compliant.

Case Use: Parking Lots, Warehouses, Playgrounds

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Traffic Extra Paint | solvent-based
A long lasting traffic marking paint specifically formulated for line striping over freshly coated asphalt. 
Fresh sealcoat will not ‘bleed-thru’ this paint unlike other striping paints. Approximately 250 linear feet 
per can (4” wide stripe). The sprayhead is universal and works in our Z-604 traffic machine as well as 
competitive marking machines. For marking stencils or curbs, it can be actuated by hand or with the 
Z-608 traffic marking wand. Seymour’s Parking Lot Stencil Kit (Z-500) is recommended. Traffic ready in 1 
hour and VOC compliant.

Case Use: Pavement, Concrete, Parking Lots, Warehouses, Playgrounds, Factories

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

20-642 White 20-647 Traffic Red 20-649 Dark Handicap Blue

20-646 Traffic Yellow 20-648 Light Handicap Blue

20-1752 White 20-1754 Fluorescent Red 20-1757 Fluorescent Orange

20-1768 Fluorescent Green

20-782 White 20-786 Yellow 20-789 Dark Handicap Blue

20-783 Black
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athletic field marker
A long lasting athletic field paint that makes sharp, well defined stripes in one application. Dries in 15 
minutes, is VOC compliant, and is safe for grass. One can will stripe approximately 300 linear feet (@ 
4” wide stripe). Makes stripes 3”-5” wide using our #Z-607 Turf Machine. The universal sprayhead also 
works in competitive marking machines.

Case Use: Baseball Fields, Football Fields, Soccer Fields, Lawn & Clay Tennis Courts

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

athletic golf and turf marker
A fast drying marking paint that is safe on grass, lead free and VOC compliant. Can be used by hand or 
with the #Z-606 Marking Wand or #Z-605 Marking Gun. While it has a water base formulation, it is not 
water soluble and will not wash away during rain or irrigation.

Case Use: Out Of Bounds Marking, Golf Holes And Greens, Surveyor’s Marking, Excavation Areas

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Athletic Penalty Marker | 6-9999
This innovative product is a vanishing white foam that allows soccer referees to mark where players may 
stand during free kicks. The non-toxic formulation disappears in minutes, does not stain shoes, and is 
safe for grass. The can spray is triggered with your index finger, and fits conveniently into a pocket or 
small holster.

Case Use: Baseball Fields, Football Fields, Soccer Fields

Can Size 6oz  |  Fill WT 4oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Athletic field marker | bulk
Seymour’s bulk athletic field marking paint is ideal for making highly visible stripes on grass or artificial 
turf. This concentrate offers exceptional coverage and is safe for grass. It will not harm the players or 
stain uniforms, and can be applied by brush, roller, or airless spray.

Case Use: Baseball Fields, Football Fields, Soccer Fields, Lawn & Clay Tennis Courts

pail Size 5 gal  |  Fill WT 52.5lbs

20-624 Athletic Field Yellow 20-640 Athletic Field Blue 20-643 Athletic Field Red

20-644 Athletic Field White 20-645 Athletic Field Orange

20-692 White 20-693 Blue 20-694 Red

20-695 Green 20-696 Yellow 20-698 Fluorescent Red-Orange

5-821 Athletic Field Yellow 5-822 Grass Green 5-824 Athletic Field Yellow

5-840 Athletic Field Blue 5-843 Athletic Field Red 5-844 Athletic Field White

5-845 Athletic Field Orange

athletic Scan for product information
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STRIPE ACCESSORIES
Ground Marking Curb Wand | Z-608
This tool is ideal for marking curbs, numbers, and logos. Works with Stripe Traffic and Athletic 
Marking paints (T-tips or pyramid shaped tips) only.

Marking Gun | Z-605
Compact and lightweight, this tool is ideal for freehand marking with any Stripe traffic or 
inverted tip cans.

Athletic Turf Marking Machine | Z-607
For use with Stripe Athletic Field Marking paints. The same as the Z-604 except for its larger 
wheels, this machine allows application of lines between 2-4 inches on athletic fields and 
other turf surfaces.

Ground Marking 12-Can Traffic Machine | Z-604
Designed exclusively for Stripe Traffic paints, this easy to use machine applies crisp, even  
2”-4” lines on any hard surface. Holds 12 cans.

Ground Marking Wand | Z-606
For use with a variety of Stripe inverted tip marking paints (those with a straight tip). This 
lightweight tool is ideal for a wide range of precise marking applications.

Ground Marking 6-Can Traffic Machine | Z-602
Designed exclusively for Stripe Traffic paints, this easy to use machine applies crisp, even  
2”-4” lines on any hard surface. Holds 6 cans.

Spray Paint Trigger Handle | Z-13
Easy to use, full grip spray paint can trigger sprayer. Provides maximum control while spraying 
and reduces finger fatigue, making large projects easier. Features a durable construction & 
reusable for future projects.
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• Adheres to wet wood and leaves a permanent mark

• Dry to touch in 15 minutes

• Covers up to 250 linear feet

A highly visible marking paint that produces a concentrated, narrow spray for marking at 

longer distances. Long lasting, safe for trees, and adheres well to wet wood. Color selection 

is approved by the logging and lumber industry. VOC compliant.

TREE &  
INDUSTRIAL

16-604 Flat White

16-616 Flat Red

16-618 Flat Blue

16-620 Flat Green

16-622 Flat Yellow

16-624 Flat Orange

Scan for product informationDries in 15 minutesCovers 250 linear ft Case Pack 12 cans16oz
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SP
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YW
IS

E Our color filling machine system 

makes custom colors a breeze. State-

of-the-art technology and user-friendly 

design combine to ensure accurate 

and efficient results. Meet the unique 

needs of your customers with custom 

colors created quickly and easily. Our 

team of experts is always available to 

provide support and assistance.

Scan for product information
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SprayWise Plunger | 40000-150
The new and improved plunger design that allows you to reuse the same plunger up to 12 times

SprayWise Paint Cup | 30000-150
The new and improved filling cup design that allows you to reuse the same cap up to 12 times

SprayWise Hand-Crank Custom Fill Machine | Z-3000
This unique aerosol can-filling machine lets you effortlessly fill pre-charged cans by hand.  
Extremely reliable—no more replacing fatigued o-rings and washers. The patented injection method 
enables you to control the amount of paint to fill while avoiding labor-intensive cleanup.

SprayWise Water Blend | 16-5393
A specialized blend of water, solvents, propellant, and proprietary ingredients which can be used to aero-
solize most latex, waterborne, and water reducible paints. Low odor, non-flammable, and a convenient 
way to create small quantities of spray paint in hard to find colors. 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 9oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

SprayWise Solvent Blend | 16-5395
A specialized blend of solvents and propellant which can be used to aerosolize most enamel, lacquer, 
vinyl, and acrylic paints. This is a convenient way to create small quantities of spray paint in hard to find 
colors. A must have for paint professionals. Can be used with the Z-3000 Custom Color Machines.

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 5.5oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

SprayWise 2K Fill Can | 16-5399
Spray Wise 2K is a custom color protective gloss finish urethane with adjustable
fan nozzle that delivers spray gun results. Has excellent chemical, gasoline, and weather resistance. 
Resists abrasion and scratching, can be polished, and provides a lasting high gloss finish.

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 6.2oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Snap fill cup 
onto can

Insert
filling cap

Install
plunger

Crank
machine

Add your
paint

Place collar
on cup

A custom color filling system that is designed to reduce 
operating costs and help grow your margins
Seymour of Sycamore® is excited to introduce the SprayWise® custom color filling system. 
The new SprayWise® hand-crank machine lets you effortlessly fill pre-charged cans with 
either water-base or solvent-base paints. The new SprayWise® pre-charge cans come with 
standard caps that reduces your cost of the pre-charge cans. The new and improved design 
features a reusable plunger & filling cup that allows you to reuse the same cup and plunger 
up to 12 times. 

The new SprayWise® hand-crank machine is made in the USA and machined 
from a high-strength aluminum. Assembled using only premium hardware, the 
SprayWise® machine is extremely durable and is up to the challenge of being 
your custom color filling workhorse for many years to come. It’s fast, easy-to-
use and a must have tool for paint stores and contractors.

Simple and Easy to Use!
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Latex | 16-393
Use with Z-100, Z-500, Z-1501, Z-2001 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 10.4oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

low Viscosity Blend | 16-4391
Use with Z-2507 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 6.7oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Latex | 16-3393
Use with Z-1501-1 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 9oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

solvent | 16-4395
Use with Z-2507 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 5.5oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Solvent | 16-3395
Use with Z-100, Z-500, Z-1501, Z-2001 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 8oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Solvent | 16-3393
Use with Z-1501-1 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 5.5oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

High Viscosity Blend | 16-4390
Use with Z-2507 

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 7.5oz  |  Case Count 12 cans
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FILLAERO MACHINE | Z-2001

works with: 

Hand-Crank Custom Fill Machine | Z-3000

works with: 

16-5393 Spraywise Waterblend (recommended) 3000-0150 Paint Cup (150 per box)

16-5395 Spraywise Solventblend (recommended) 4000-0150 Plungers (150 per box)

16-393/C16-393 Waterblend

16-395/C16-395 Solventblend

16-3393/C16-3393 Waterblend

16-3395 Solventblend

16-393/C16-393 Waterblend

16-395/C16-395 Solventblend

FILL ONE MACHINE | Z-2501-1

works with: 

16-3393 Waterblend

16-3395 Solventblend

Replacement cup: z-2505-0000

this machine comes with a gallon reservoir

FILL ONE MACHINE | Z-1501

works with: 

this machine comes with a quart reservoir

16-393/C16-393 Waterblend

16-395/C16-395 Solventblend
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• 2k Clear Coat is a high-gloss clear coat spray for repair and new paint jobs

• 2-component clear coat is easy to apply, flows, smooth, and dries to a long-lasting finish

• Very high chemical, gasoline, and weathering resistance

2K Clear Coat is a high-gloss clear coat spray for repair and new paint jobs. The 

2-component aerosol clear coat is easy to apply, flows, smooth, and dries to a long-lasting 

finish.  Very high chemical, gasoline, and weather resistance provides high-quality and long-

term sealing.  Just activate, shake, and spray.  The unique nozzle delivers spray gun results.

16-9000 High Gloss

2K Clear

Remove Actuator
from Cap

Shake Well
2 minutes

Put Actuator into
Base, Puncture Core

Shake Well, Apply
10” away from object

Remove Actuator
from Cap

Shake Well
2 minutes

Put Actuator into
Base, Puncture Core

Shake Well, Apply
10” away from object

Remove Actuator
from Cap

Shake Well
2 minutes

Put Actuator into
Base, Puncture Core

Shake Well, Apply
10” away from object

Scan for product informationDries in 24 hoursCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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• Maximum corrosion protection against rust, weather, sunlight, oil and water

• Contains metal material inside pigment that dries to a satin finish

• USDA compliant and food safe for incidental food contact (16-54 ONLY)

Fast drying acrylic lacquers with up to 5-10% real metal material mixed in with the pigment 

to provide a great metallic finish on all your projects. This topcoat provides great corrosion 

resistance and protection against weather, sunlight, oil, and water. Dries to a satin finish 

and heat resistant up to 250°F

CA16-48 Cast-Blast

16-54 Stainless-Steel

CA16-55 Alumi-Blast

BLAST®

Scan for product informationDries in 5 minutesCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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• Creates a porcelain-like bond at high temperatures

• Resists peeling, loss of adhesion, and blistering

• Must be heat cured at a minimum temperature of 400˚F for two hours

16-1201 Aluminum

16-1202 White

16-1203 Black

A special formulation designed to withstand temperatures up to 1200˚F on a continuous 

basis. A porcelain-like bond forms at high temperatures. Resists blistering, peeling, 

discoloration, or loss of adhesion.

Hot SPOT
16-2668 Cast Iron Gray

Scan for product information2 hr base time to cureCovers 15 sq ft Case Pack 6 cans16oz
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TO
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RI

B Our professional chemical and 

lubricant products keep equipment 

clean and running smoothly. From 

solvents to high-performance 

lubricants, they are formulated with 

the highest quality ingredients.

Our products are suitable for a wide 

range of applications, from heavy 

machinery to industrial equipment. 

They improve efficiency and longevity, 

and minimize downtime and repair 

costs.

Try our products today and experience 

the difference for yourself.

Scan for product information
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DRY MOLY LUBE | 620-1505
A quick drying, thin film that provides superior lubrication under extreme pressures and broad 
temperature ranges. It provides excellent adhesion, is oil free, and protects against seizing, fretting, and 
galling. The product offers excellent anti-wear protection for cutting and forming tools. 

Case Use: Wire drawing, machine tool slides, conveyors

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 14oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

CHAIN & Cable lube | 620-1502
A lightweight black lubricant that penetrates deeply and prolongs the life of any size chain or wire by 
keeping it supple and resisting rust. Displaces water and has excellent clinging properties. Extension 
tube is provided for pinpoint application. 

Case Use: Motorcycles, Chain saws, Bicycles

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

OPEN GEAR LUBE | 620-1501
A heavy duty black lubricant that offers superior lubricity and adhesion to gears. Improves the gear 
efficiency and will not dry out or leave harmful deposits. Open Gear Lube is unaffected by salt water, 
detergents, and most chemicals. Performs well under extreme pressures and temperatures. An extension 
tube is furnished for pinpoint application.

Case Use: Open gears, Cams, Slides

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

SILICONE LUBE | 620-1500
A clear silicone lubricant for use on all sliding and rubbing surfaces. Authorized by USDA for use in 
Federally inspected meat and poultry plants. Comes with an extension tube for pinpoint application, and 
sprays in any position. Withstands high pressures, does not stain, and has a low odor.

Case Use: Windows, Doors, Linkage

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 13oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Heavy duty anti-seize | 620-1507 
A corrosion resistant lubricant that aids in the assembly and disassembly of mating parts that are 
subject to extreme heat, pressure and corrosion. Reduces wear and friction, eliminates galling and 
seizure up to 1000ºF (538ºC), and stops galvanic pitting. Excellent for marine applications or where salt 
water corrosion could be a problem. Will not wash, scrape, or burn off.

Case Use: Flange bolts, Spark Plugs, Wheel Studs

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Dry graphite lube | 620-1506
A fast drying lubricant that reduces friction and noise. It is effective under heavy pressures and 
continuously high temperatures. This product is oil-free formulation that resists water and alkalies.  
It spray in any position and an extension tube is provided for pinpoint application. 

Case Use: Bearings, Gaskets, Hinges

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 14oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Red Insulating varnish | 620-1525
This product is specially designed to protect and insulate surfaces from deterioration caused by exposure 
to oil, moisture, acid, and alkali. The high gloss enamel coating is recommended for use as a finish coat 
to class “F” winding or electrical apparatus. Dries quickly, resists cracking, and prevents the passage of 
electricity into or out of the substrate

Case Use: Commutator ends, Motor case interiors, Generators

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

tinted ignition sealer | 620-1529
Protect ignition systems from moisture, current leakage, acid, and corrosion. This coating is waterproof 
and flexible, and has an orange tint for uniform coverage. The dielectric strength is excellent and reduces 
electrical maintenance costs. 

Case Use: Ignition systems, Electrical equipment, Motor end windings

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans
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Carb & choke cleaner | 620-1536
A quick carburetor cleaner that penetrates and dissolves dirt and residue. Eliminate hard starting, 
stalling, rough idling by loosening sticky valves, chokes, and risers. Can be sprayed in any position and 
the extension tube gives you pinpoint accuracy.

Case Use: Motorcycles, Lawnmowers, Cars

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

Brake cleaner | 620-1548
A fast dry cleaner that safely removes dust and grease from brake parts and other metal objects. 
Eliminates brake squealing, contains no chlorinated solvents, and is VOC compliant. An extension tube is 
provided for accurate spraying in any position. 

Case Use: Clean break discs and cylinders, Degrease chains and tools

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

penetrating oil | 620-1543
A light weight penetrate that releases rusted, corroded, or frozen assemblies. This is fast acting 
formulation includes penetrants, lubricants, and corrosion inhibitors and leaves an anti-rust film for 
continued protection. Sprays in any direction and an extension tube is provided for pinpoint application.

Case Use: Fasteners, Nuts and bolts, Pipe couplings

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

5-way corrosion inhibitor & lube | 620-1541
A specialized lightweight lubricant that both penetrates and protects against rust and corrosion. 
Displaces moisture, prevents flash rusting, and provides long term protection for metal. Does not contain 
silicone and meets following government specifications: MIL-C-16173D and MIL-C-23411 (metal and 
corrosion test) and MIL-C-222235A (stain test).

Case Use: Loosen frozen nuts and bolts, Lubricates hinges threads and pulleys

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

tool makers’ layout ink remover | 620-1559
A special formulation of solvents that delivers quick and easy removal of layout ink. Can also be used as 
a lacquer remover, degreaser, and metal parts cleaner. CAUTION: May attack some types of plastics.  

Case Use: Tool and die markers layouts, Sheet metal layouts, Machined parts

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

tool maker’s blue layout ink | 620-1558
A smooth, cobalt blue coating that enables tool and die markers to scribe accurately without a glare. 
This product dries fast and will not rub off. It is non-corrosive, resists heat, and eliminates the need for 
brushes and daubers. To quickly and easily remove this ink, use Tool Crib’s Layout Ink Remover.

Case Use: Metal layouts, Alignment of gears, Production layout

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

tool cutting oil | 620-1557
A clear lightweight oil that improves metal cutting operations by cooling and lubricating at the cutting 
point. Outperforms average cutting oils due to the special anti-friction agents added.  Resists runoff, 
eliminates scoring and chatter marks, and prolongs the life of your blades. Effective for both ferrous and 
non-ferrous machining. 

Case Use: Gear cutting, Machining through metals, Drilling

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 6 cans

multi-purpose  cleaner & degreaser | 620-1568
A heavy duty cleaner that quickly rmeoves grease and oil, strips was, and cleans without cleaning 
residue. Safe to use on most surfaces and does not contain caustic acids or chlorinated solvents Rinse 
parts and objects with water to neutralize after cleaning. VOC compliant in all states except California.  

Case Use: Industrial, Automotive and Household applications

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 15oz  |  Case Count 6 cans
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Our complete line of clean and 

detail products is designed to keep 

your vehicle looking its best, both 

inside and out. From specialized 

cleaners to high-quality detailing 

products, our line of products has 

everything you need to maintain the 

appearance and cleanliness of your 

vehicle. Our products are formulated 

with the highest quality ingredients 

to provide maximum performance 

and protection, ensuring that your 

vehicle stays in top condition for 

years to come.
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Interior Detailer Cleaner | 20-30
Enhance your interior with Seymour’s spray-on and wipe-off interior detailer. This easy-to-use aerosol 
spray cleans, shines and protects your vehicle’s interior surfaces. Achieve that showroom quality 
appearance in seconds with this long-lasting, high-gloss formula.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 19oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Ammonia Free Glass Cleaner | 20-25
Enhance your ride with Seymour’s professional ammonia-free glass cleaner.  Seymour’s glass cleaner is 
safe on all types of glass and tint.  This special formula cuts through grease without leaving streaks or film.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 19oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Exterior Detailer high-gloss formula | 20-26
Enhance your ride with Seymour’s quick and easy-to-use exterior detailer spray. Seymour’s Exterior 
Detailer delivers maximum shine and protection in an aerosol spray application. Simply spray on and 
wipe off for that slick, high-gloss showroom finish.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Tire Shine Cleaner and Polish | 20-29
Dress up your tires and produce that wet, deep black shine on your tires with Seymour’s Tire Shine 
foamy spray.  A powerful and long-lasting formula with a one-step application that shines, protects and 
revitalizes the condition of rubber.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 19oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Multi Purpose Cleaner | 20-28
Seymour’s Multi-Purpose Cleaner is a powerful foaming product that will remove dirt, oil, grease and 
more on a broad range of surfaces.  A cleaner that is non-abrasive and versatile it can be used at home, 
and garage.  Use on your vehicle to keep it looking pristine without leaving a filmy residue.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish | 20-27
Seymour’s stainless steel cleaner and polish cuts through grease, dirt, and oil without leaving a filmy 
residue.  A foaming, non-abrasive product that dissolves and protects against fingerprints, watermarks 
and smudges while leaving a high gloss finish on stainless steel, chrome and aluminum.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 18oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Bug and Tar Remover | 20-31
This fast-acting, powerful formula cuts through bugs, tar, tree sap and road grime that is safe on paint, 
glass and chrome. Easy-to-use aerosol spray application allows you to quickly treat effected areas on-the-
go or part of your normal clean & wash ritual.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 17oz  |  Case Count 12 cans

Leather Cleaner | 20-34
Enhance and protect your interior leather surfaces with Seymour’s leather cleaner and conditioner. This 
powerful formula cleans, conditions and preserves the leather’s strength and durability while keeping it 
looking and smelling like new.

Can Size 20oz  |  Fill WT 19oz  |  Case Count 12 cans
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Graphene-oxide infused wash and wax | SOAP1
Unleash the power of graphene with our revolutionary Graphene-Oxide Infused car wash soap. Seymour’s 
Graphene-Oxide Infused Soap is the ultimate solution for a showroom-worthy finish on your vehicle. This 
cutting-edge formula harnesses the strength of Graphene-Oxide to blast away dirt, grime, and other 
contaminants, revealing a glossy and protected paint. Seymour’s soap not only cleans but also protects 
with a hydrophobic Graphene-Oxide layer that repels dirt, making future cleaning a breeze. Achieve 
professional results in your own garage with a bucket or foam gun and add this to your carwash routine.

Can Size 16oz  |  Fill WT 16oz  |  Case Count 12 bottles

foam gun | z-617
Seymour’s Foam Gun provides a professional car wash with equipment you have at home by 
connecting to any regular garden hose. Mix cleaning solution and water for a thick, soapy foam. 
Adjustable nozzle head and foam gun is easy to assemble and gives you control of the flow.

Case Count 1 foam gun
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